How to run Supervisor on Linux

Linux® is the registered trademark of Linus Torvalds in the U.S. and other countries. Windows® is either registered trademark or trademark of Microsoft Corporation in the United States and/or other countries.

This document describes how to run the AnaCom, Inc. Supervisor NMS program (specifically version 10.1.11 or later,) which is a Windows program, on a platform running Linux. This document is not intended to imply an endorsement of one system over the other.

The directions provided here have been tested on a laptop running Ubuntu 14.04 64-bit Desktop version; mileage on a platform using another Linux distro may vary. See: http://www.ubuntu.com/download/desktop

The particular desktop the user wishes to use should not make any difference, but our setup uses Cinnamon 2.8.6 in lieu of the standard Unity desktop that Ubuntu uses. See: http://www.webupd8.org/2015/06/cinnamon-26-officially-released-video.html

Assuming the user has an Ubuntu or a compatible Linux system in front of him, and some knowledge of Linux and how packages are installed, we can proceed.

Much of this work will be done with commands entered into a terminal window, using root privileges. The length of this addendum might lead the reader to believe it is going to be difficult to install Supervisor on a Linux platform, but it’s length is mostly due to the various options the user has at his disposal; the process is not difficult.

It is necessary to install Wine, which allows for Windows applications to run on Linux. See: https://www.winehq.org/

Most Linux installations today are running a 64-bit version of the OS. Supervisor is a 32-bit program, but installing Wine should bring in the necessary i386 32-bit libraries automatically.

To get the latest stable version, use the “Ubuntu Wine Team” repository: ppa:ubuntu-wine/ppa

To install Wine:

sudo add-apt-repository ppa:ubuntu-wine/ppa
sudo apt-get update
sudo apt-get install wine
More than likely the most recently released stable version of Wine is desired, but we have been using the wine-staging version, which requires the packages wine-staging and wine-staging-compat to be installed. This results in the latest beta version of wine to be used for running Windows programs.

To get the latest beta version of Wine, use the Pipelight repository:

```
ppa:pipelight/stable
```

To install wine-staging, and use it as your default wine version, do:

```
sudo add-apt-repository ppa:pipelight/stable
sudo apt-get update
sudo apt-get install --install-recommends wine-staging
sudo apt-get install wine-staging-compat
```

Once Wine is installed, we recommend installing PlayOnLinux, and using it's comfortable interface to install Windows applications and running them, but it is not required.

Using PlayOnLinux provides for some added security and isolation between Windows programs running on a Linux platform by creating a virtual drive in which installed programs will exist. PlayOnLinux can create an individual virtual drive for every Windows program that is installed. See: [http://wiki.winehq.org/PlayOnLinux](http://wiki.winehq.org/PlayOnLinux), [https://www.playonlinux.com/en/](https://www.playonlinux.com/en/)

Now for some important background information about how Supervisor works. Supervisor finds AnaCom devices on a user's Local Area Network by using tools such as the Bootp protocol (using the same UDP ports as DHCP – 67 and 68) and ping. The BootP protocol is used to send a broadcast to all AnaCom devices on port 68 requesting a response to be returned to port 67. Ping is used to check if there is an IP address collision for any of the found devices.

A normal user on a Linux platform is not permitted to open sockets numbered below 1024, nor open raw sockets, (necessary for using ping from a program.)

Fortunately, the solution is simple: grant Wine extended privileges. The user will need root access temporarily, but afterwards Supervisor will NOT be running with root privileges. We can use the setcap command to do this. For more information, see: [http://linux.die.net/man/7/capabilities](http://linux.die.net/man/7/capabilities). If setcap is not installed:

```
sudo apt-get install libcap2-bin
```

Assuming the stable version of wine is being used, enter the following commands:

```
sudo setcap cap_net_raw+epi /usr/bin/wine-preloader
sudo setcap cap_net_bind_service=+ep /usr/bin/wine-preloader
```

Assuming wine-staging is being used, enter the following commands:

```
sudo setcap cap_net_raw+epi /opt/wine-staging/bin/wine-preloader
sudo setcap cap_net_bind_service=+ep /opt/wine-staging/bin/wine-preloader
```

Note: when wine is updated, these commands will have to be re-entered, but otherwise, the elevated privileges awarded to Wine by setcap will be persistent across a reboot.
Note: Unusual modifications to the Linux iptables/firewall setup, such as by allowing your machine to serve as a WiFi hotspot, can disable the user's ability to open privileged TCP/UDP ports on a wired Ethernet port in a seemingly unrelated application. For more information, see: https://help.ubuntu.com/community/IptablesHowTo

Now, we are ready to install Supervisor! Download from the AnaCom, Inc. website. See: http://anacominc.com/svisor10.setup.exe

We can now use PlayOnLinux to run the install program and create a shortcut for Supervisor. When the installer is near the end and asks if you would like to Launch Supervisor, we suggest you not do this; let PlayOnLinux finish it's job.

Example of the PlayOnLinux interface after it has installed Supervisor successfully:

Note: there is an incompatibility in Supervisor, (if older than version 10.1.11,) with Linux - when finding units to monitor, error messages in Supervisor's terminal window may occur indicating that it is not finding entries in the system's ARP table for units it has found. Wine does not appear to provide complete access to the Linux ARP table for a Windows program. It is best to just ignore these messages, (printed to the Terminal display,) as they do not appear to pose a problem. We recommend updating Supervisor to 10.1.11 or later, which will eliminate the issue altogether.

Once installed we can run Svr10 from the PlayOnLinux GUI by selecting Svr10 and then clicking on Run. Below is a screen shot of our Linux laptop that is running Supervisor 10.
Once it has been installed, it is easy to run Svr10 from the command line as well, note that the option play is preceded by two dashes, and not just one:

```
playonlinux --run svr10
```

**Running Supervisor (Svr10) on Linux without elevated permissions**

It is certainly possible to run Supervisor (version 10.1.11 or later) on a Linux platform without the benefit of either ping or the use of Bootp (DHCP) which is used to find units without knowledge of the IP addresses of the devices to be searched for.

First, we must disable Supervisor's use of ping as the program is not able to determine automatically when ping is not going to work. Using the terminal window, (select Show/Hide Terminal in the main window menu bar,) enter the internal command “`>ping disable`” without quotes and that should take care of it. This setting will be persistent across reboots. Ping is not critical to the use of Supervisor; it serves only to determine if the device has an IP address that is in conflict with another device on the LAN that has the same IP address. This is unlikely in a DHCP-managed LAN, but can certainly happen where many units have been assigned a static address.

With ping disabled, device discovery using IP addresses runs faster.

Secondly, if Bootp is not available because Supervisor could not open UDP port 67 for listening, then the normal method of finding units is disabled, and we will have to find units by scanning for their IP addresses instead.
On a Linux machine, we can quickly get a list of the IP addresses of all AnaCom devices present on the LAN using the Linux tool “netdiscover.” Using the script below, we can get such a list ready to copy & paste into Supervisor:

```
sudo netdiscover -i eth0 -r 192.168.1.0/24 -P | grep -i "0c:ef:7c" | cut -d' ' -f2
```

Note: if netdiscover is not present, it may have to be installed:

```
sudo apt-get install netdiscover
```

It might be necessary to specify a different interface or a different route depending on the user's platform running Supervisor, and his LAN IP address range. Note that the Ethernet MAC prefix for AnaCom, Inc. device is 0c:ef:7c.

Netdiscover is an interesting tool. It can discover units actively by sending ARP broadcasts. See: [http://manpages.ubuntu.com/manpages/maverick/man8/netdiscover.8.html](http://manpages.ubuntu.com/manpages/maverick/man8/netdiscover.8.html)

Once this list has been obtained, (netdiscover runs very quickly,) we can paste it into the “S/N List” window in Supervisor. Beginning with version 10.1.11, this feature will accept IP addresses for devices as well as serial numbers.

Under the menu titled “Device Management” in the main window, select “Find from S/N List.” Paste the list of IP addresses into the open edit window. Then, select “Find Listed Devices.” Supervisor will now look for AnaCom-built devices with those serial numbers. It should find them and begin monitoring them very quickly.

Note: without elevated permissions that allow ping and Bootp to work, Supervisor will be unable to recover a device that has an IP address that is colliding with another unit using the “>snreset” command. This problem should not occur on a DHCP-managed LAN, but on a LAN with devices that have been assigned static IP addresses, it could.

**Forwarding the Bootp ports on Linux**

Beginning with Svr10 version 10.1.11, if Supervisor is not able to use port 67 for listening and port 68 for broadcasting Bootp discovery packets, the user can choose instead to use an alternate set of ports, 5067 and 5068. This is done using a new internal command >bootp_alt.

Example:

```
>bootp_alt enable - enables use of the alternate UDP ports for device scanning
>bootp_alt disable - resets the Svr10 device scanning function to ports 67 and 68
>bootp_alt - gives the current Bootp_alt status
```

This choice is persistent across a restart of Svr10. Upon enabling, (or disabling,) the alternate ports however, it will be necessary to restart Svr10 before the change takes effect. When Supervisor (version > 1.10.11) starts up when the alternate Bootp ports are being used, a message to this effect will be printed in the Terminal window.

Example:

**Bootp binding to alternate ports: listen=5067, client=5068**
Now, it will be necessary to forward incoming UDP packets on port 67 to port 5067, and forward outgoing UDP packets on port 5068 back to port 68. This is done using the program `iptables` that serves to configure the Linux kernel firewall. See the four commands below:

```bash
sudo iptables -t nat -A PREROUTING -i eth0 -p udp --dport 67 -j REDIRECT --to-port 5067
sudo iptables -i INPUT -p tcp --dport 67 -j ACCEPT
sudo iptables -i INPUT -p tcp --dport 5067 -j ACCEPT
sudo iptables -t nat -A OUTPUT -p udp --dport 5068 -j DNAT --to-destination :68
```

Note: this `iptables` setup will not be persistent across a reboot. For convenience sake, we suggest creating an executable shell script named `iptables-svr10`, that looks like this:

```bash
#!/bin/bash
sudo iptables -t nat -A PREROUTING -i eth0 -p udp --dport 67 -j REDIRECT --to-port 5067
sudo iptables -i INPUT -p tcp --dport 67 -j ACCEPT
sudo iptables -i INPUT -p tcp --dport 5067 -j ACCEPT
sudo iptables -t nat -A OUTPUT -p udp --dport 5068 -j DNAT --to-destination :68
```

This will permit the script to run without being called from a terminal window, and will graphically prompt the user for the root password. To make a script executable, example:

```bash
chmod u+x iptables-svr10
```

Further, we could create another executable script called `run-svr10` that looks like this:

```bash
#!/bin/bash
sudo ~/bin/iptables-svr10
playonlinux --run svr10
```

Using `sudo` normally requires the root password to be given, but we can add this requirement and allow a specific user to execute the script `run-svr10` from the command line by adding permanent `sudo` permissions using the program `visudo`:

```bash
sudo visudo
```

After the line/entry for the `sudo` group, we can add a line that looks like:

```bash
user    ALL=(ALL) NOPASSWD: /home/user/bin/iptables-svr10
```

replacing “user” with the desired user’s name, and the proper path to `iptables-svr10` will have to be used as well. For more information, see: [https://help.ubuntu.com/community/Sudoers](https://help.ubuntu.com/community/Sudoers).

Playing around with `iptables` could potentially cause a problem because you will be playing with your system's firewall at a low level. Potential problems can be mitigated however. Before adding rules to the firewall using `iptables`, it can easily be backed up:

```bash
sudo iptables-save > iptables.backup
```

To restore this snapshot:

```bash
sudo iptables-restore < iptables.backup
```

The `iptables` nat rules can be flushed using the command:

```bash
sudo iptables -F -t nat
```
To view the currently active rules that iptables is using at any time:
```
sudo iptables -t nat -L -v -n
```

Example output from the above command:
```
$ sudo iptables -t nat -L -v -n
Chain PREROUTING (policy ACCEPT 5 packets, 397 bytes)
pkts bytes target     prot opt in     out     source               destination
 0     0 REDIRECT   udp  --  eth0   *       0.0.0.0/0            0.0.0.0/0            udp dpt:67 redir ports 5067
```

Since these changes will not be persistent, a reboot will also clear out whatever mess might have been created. For more information on iptables and the Linux kernel firewall, see: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Iptables

Note: it is only necessary to make changes to the Linux firewall to permit the use of bootP to scan for devices to monitor; it is not necessary to maintain these changes to monitor the devices when Supervisor is doing periodic polling. Polling is done using ports 5001, (for sending commands,) and port 5000, (for receiving responses from polled devices.) Changes made to the firewall using a script such as iptables-svr10 described above will normally remain active after Supervisor has been shut down, until they are explicitly deleted, or flushed.

In summary, what might be best from a security standpoint is to use iptables to modify the firewall for Svr10 and use setcap to allow Wine access to raw ports so that ping will work, or simply disable the use of ping with the internal command `ping disable` entered in Svr10's Terminal window command field.

The question has probably occurred to the reader – why don't we just run Supervisor as root e.g., sudo wine svr10.exe, and be done with it? There are two reasons for not doing this:

1. Running Wine as root is strongly discouraged from a security perspective. It permits a Windows application root access to the Linux platform.

2. For reasons that are not clear, Supervisor does not run reliably under root. Svr10 is heavily multi-threaded, and when running as a root process, not all the threads start successfully.